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F59/500/L - IMC MF5L Counter-top Vegetable Peeler - with Carborundum
Liner - 1 Phase - W 366 mm - 0.25 kW

  

The high-output, versatile MF5L (1PH) can be used to quickly peel a range of vegetables - making it an ideal addition for small to medium
kitchens. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £1,865.00

£2,238.00

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Able to peel up to 134kg of vegetables per hour - in 5kg batches
With carborundum liner to reduce peeling times even further
Interlocking lid and door ensure safe operation
Perspex viewing pane allows you to monitor the peeling progress

Adjustable timer ensures accurate, repeatable peeling time
Modular construction facilitates easy maintenance
Thicker peeling plate delivers longer operating life
Suitable for small to medium kitchens with single-phase power supply
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Full Description

The versatile, energy-efficient MF5L (1PH) is the ideal peeler for small to medium kitchens with
a single-phase power supply.

With a carborundum liner and thick peeling plate for long operating life, the MF5L (1PH) is able
to peel up to 134kg of vegetables per hour in 5kg batches making it a cost-effective and labour-
saving solution.

Easy to operate with built-in controls, the unit has an interlocking lid and door for user safety. To
ensure perfect results every time, the MF5L (1PH) has a perspex viewing pane to monitor
progress, and an adjustable timer for accurate, repeatable peeling times.

The MF5L (1PH)’s modular construction, with flexible waste pipes and water inlets, allows
simple installation and maintenance, whilst its latched lid ensures a water-tight seal.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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